Research Seminar: Philosophy and Yoga
Wednesdays 5.00 – 6.30pm Summer term 2020, SOAS University of London
The SOAS Centre of Yoga Studies is delighted to host a series of seminars with scholars at the heart of
Philosophy and Yoga Studies. This study group brings together leading scholars, researchers and
graduates in the scholarly study of yoga as well as students of yoga more broadly.
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Prof. Chakravarti Ram-Prasad
Distinguished Professor of Comparative Religion and Philosophy, Lancaster University
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Daniela Bevilacqua is a postdoctoral researcher on the ERC-funded Hatḥa Yoga Project, a
Research Lecturer, University of Oxford
South-Asianist collecting, through fieldwork, historical evidence of yoga practice and
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Amelia Wood is researching for a doctoral thesis at SOAS on yoga, power and gender: an
investigation into the abuse of power by modern gurus.
Please contact Ruth Westoby, seminar convenor, to register (ruth_westoby@soas.ac.uk)
noting which sessions you would like to attend and your area of research.

